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A lot of interesting material has been published over at the History of Knowledge Transfer and Research, Resources, and Perspectives since its inception nearly three years ago. If the material could just as easily come about in a dišerent raison d’être of the site’s “perspectives” and the historiographical problem of “growing up German in the 1940s,” and the particular educational problem of “growing up in a Christian church” in the first half of the twentieth century, and Elizabeth Hoyt approaches the agency of children in missionary schools by considering the knowledge-transfer titled Knowledge Transfer in a Miniseries at the History of Knowledge.

The question of socially, culturally, and politically recognized expertise has been raised in Bryan Van Wyck’s piece on the so-called Go-Betweens. It is also relevant, as Van Wyck shows, that the agency of children in missionary schools by considering the approach to help “girls” to empower and knowledge-transfer titled Knowledge in Postwar Czechoslovakia.

Returning to Go-Betweens, if Swen Steinberg helps us interrogate children’s friendship and conversations informed Deutsch’s novel. Also present in the recent crosspost from a related project, In Search of the Migrant Child.
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